Four experiments examined effects of lexical stress on lexical access for recently learned words. Participants learned artificial lexicons (48 words) containing phonologically similar items and were tested on their knowledge in a 4-alternative forced-choice (4AFC) referent-selection task. Lexical stress differences did not reduce confusions between cohort items: KAdazu and kaDAzeI were confused with one another in a 4AFC task and in gaze fixations as often as BOsapeI and BOsapaI. However, lexical stress did affect the relative likelihood of stress-initial confusions when words were embedded in running nonsense speech. Words with medial stress, regardless of initial vowel quality, were more prone to confusions than words with initial stress. The authors concluded that noninitial stress, particularly when word segmentation is difficult, may serve as "noise" that alters lexical learning and lexical access.
Accessing lexical representations in continuous speech presents the listener with at least two challenges. The first is to segment the acoustic input in order to identify the onsets of words, which, unlike words in text, are not clearly marked. The second is to match the segmented input against representations in memory in order to retrieve information associated with the appropriate lexical candidate. The literature investigating these issues has come to different conclusions about the importance of lexical stress (the relative degree of stress assigned to each syllable in a word, e.g., which syllable of a word consistently receives the primary stress and which, if any, syllables receive secondary stress, across various sentence positions).
On the one hand, research on lexical segmentation in infants suggests that stress may play a major role in segmentation and word recognition. On the other hand, research on lexical processing in adults suggests that lexical stress is not central to lexical representation, at least in English, and the role it plays in segmentation may be minimal. In the current article we use a series of miniature artificial lexicons to explore how lexical stress influences both access and segmentation during the early phases of word learning in adults.
The Role of Stress in Lexical Segmentation and Lexical Representation
Segmenting auditory word-forms from fluent speech is necessary but not sufficient for building a lexicon. Candidate wordforms must be mapped onto referents so that meanings are activated as the word-form unfolds in real time during spoken word recognition. Two issues about lexical stress emerge from these considerations. First, whether lexical stress is included in lexical representations in the mature and highly robust lexicon of adults remains a topic of debate (Cutler & Norris, 1988; Mattys, 2000 Mattys, , 2004 . If lexical stress were incorporated into lexical representations, deviations from prototypical lexical stress patterns would be expected to interfere with spoken word recognition. Second, even if lexical stress is not part of the mature lexicon and/or plays little or no role in lexical access, it may nevertheless play a more prominent role in lexical learning. That is, as auditory-word-forms are becoming established as robust sound categories and mapped onto referents, lexical stress may serve (as do other nonphonemic cues) to reduce uncertainty about what defines a unique lexical entry. Indeed, lexical learning is an ongoing and commonplace process for adults as well as children, with proper names (Legolas, Fallujah) and other additions to the language (download, uplink) requiring frequent incorporation.
In English, minimal pairs that differ only in stress, such as INcline and inCLINE, are infrequent: most otherwise-identical word-forms exhibit vowel reduction when stress shifts from one syllable to another (e.g., the RE in REcord is the vowel //, whereas the re in reCORD is the vowel /ə/). While the existence of minimal pairs demonstrates that listeners can distinguish among words that differ only in stress, it is unclear whether or not stress differences, apart from vowel reduction, allow English listeners to rapidly disambiguate even minimal pairs. For example, in a crossmodal priming task, Cutler (1986) tested word pairs such as FORbear (ancestor) and forBEAR (to persist) and found equivalent priming for both stress patterns, suggesting that English-speaking adults are not sensitive to lexical stress. This insensitivity appears to be a language-specific characteristic: Dutch listeners do utilize stress differences to disambiguate words (Cutler & Van Donselaar, 2001) . Interestingly, a more recent study by Cooper, Cutler, and Wales (2002) found that, although English listeners gained an advantage for matched-stress primes in a cross-modal priming task, it was stronger for bisyllabic primes. Further, Dutch listeners were more adept than English listeners at gauging the stress type of isolated syllables for exactly the same (English) stimuli. This result suggests that although English listeners are able to use stress information somewhat in lexical access (though not as much as Dutch listeners), they require multiple syllables of context for stress information to be useful in lexical access.
Cutler and colleagues (Cutler, Dahan, & Van Donselaar, 1997; Cutler & Norris, 1988) account for results showing a limited role of stress in adult word recognition by proposing that English listeners use a metrical segmentation strategy (MSS) in which lexical access is initiated whenever a strong syllable is encountered. Metrical stress itself can be thought of as the sequence of strong and weak syllables in an utterance, as determined by vowel quality. Cutler defines strong syllables as those containing full vowels; weak syllables are defined as those syllables containing a schwa (a completely reduced, centralized vowel) or a "very short form of another [full] vowel" (p. 114), such as the /o/ in shallow. Because vowel reduction is correlated with weak syllables, if vowel quality does not differ, English listeners will be relatively impervious to differences in lexical stress. In support of the MSS, Cutler and Norris (1988) found that listeners were more readily able to detect the mint in mintef (weak vowel) than the mint in mintayve (strong vowel). The MSS predicts this result because listeners should initiate lexical access for tayve, thus segmenting mintayve after min, but not for tef, leaving mint intact and therefore more detectable as an embedded word. This result held even though the individual tokens of mint were not judged to be of lesser quality when excised from the strong-vowel items (mintayve). Subsequently, Fear, Cutler, and Butterfield (1995) examined the acoustic properties of multiple vowel types (primary stress, secondary stress, full but unstressed, completely reduced [schwa]). They found acoustic differences between stressed, unstressed, and reduced vowel types but only found functional differences in listeners' judgments when a reduced vowel and any unreduced vowel were interchanged, in keeping with the view that vowel quality is the predominant factor in English listeners' apprehensions of lexical stress.
Initially, the MSS was viewed as a segmentation strategy that preceded lexical access. However, more recently metrical segmentation has been implemented as a bias in the Shortlist model of spoken word recognition (Norris, 1994) . Shortlist follows the TRACE model (McClelland & Elman, 1986) in assuming that lexical segmentation arises as a consequence of lexical access. From this view it would be somewhat surprising to find any dissociation between variables influencing segmentation and lexical representation.
In contrast to Cutler and colleagues' results, Mattys (2000) found that English listeners were indeed able to distinguish primary stress from secondary stress using correlates of stress, such as duration and intensity. Mattys and Samuel (2000) showed that these stress differences affect spoken word recognition. Mattys (2000) also demonstrated that initiating lexical access on any syllable containing a strong vowel, although yielding a high proportion of correct lexical candidates, is inefficient in that it produces a high proportion of false positives. Thus, the alternative of accessing lexical entries by primary-stress syllables is more parsimonious.
The equivocal results of lexical stress on lexical access (Cutler's, 1986 , findings on the one hand; Mattys & Samuel's, 2000, findings on the other hand) are also somewhat surprising given emerging evidence that lexical processing is indeed sensitive to fine-grained acoustic details, including within-category differences in acoustic cues to features that are often claimed to be processed categorically (e.g., Andruski, Blumstein, & Burton, 1994; McMurray, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2002) . Lexical access is also sensitive to small differences within vowels, including coarticulatory information (Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus, & Hogan, 2001; Dahan & Tanenhaus, 2004; Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994; McQueen, Norris, & Cutler, 1999) . However, lexical stress might be a less reliable cue than those just mentioned for several reasons. First, prosodic variations in stress also arise from differences in higher level factors that affect sentence-level stress as well as variations due to position in a prosodic domain (Fougeron & Keating, 1997) ; these other variations may be large compared with differences in lexical stress per se. In addition, most of the minimal pairs in English that differ only in stress are words that belong to different syntactic categories and might thus be disambiguated more efficiently by context. As well, there are systematic morphological rules in English that modify stress, as in the antepenultimate/ penultimate lexical stress alternation found in occupy, occupation or justify, justification.
Lexical Representations Studied With an Artificial Lexicon
The foregoing review of the segmentation and word-recognition literatures suggests that two fundamental issues remain unresolved. First, it is not clear in what form lexical stress might be stored (if at all) in lexical entries. Further, it is unclear under what conditions lexical stress becomes important. Segmentation difficulty seems to be at least one candidate condition for making use of lexical stress. However, studies of lexical stress often minimize the segmentation problem by presenting some or all of their stimuli in acoustic isolation, possibly decreasing the usefulness of this cue.
In the present series of four experiments, adults learned the names of initially unfamiliar visual stimuli (varying in shape) by listening to nonsense words as they clicked on the shapes, displayed on a computer screen, with a computer mouse. By using an artificial lexicon paradigm, we could introduce an initially unfamiliar word whose lexical stress was always presented in an unvarying pattern. Then we could test for confusions with words whose phonetic information was nearly identical to the trained word but whose lexical stress pattern was different. This provides a strong test of the effect of altered lexical stress on how the words were encoded and stored in the lexicon.
We acknowledge that there is always some risk in generalizing from results with miniature languages and lexicons to natural languages. Nonetheless, use of artificial languages has emerged as an important complement to work with natural language stimuli (e.g., Gomez, 1997; Gomez & Gerken, 1999; Hudson & Newport, 1999; Magnuson, Tanenhaus, Aslin, & Dahan, 2003; . Most important for our purposes, lexical access for a miniature artificial lexicon is remarkably similar to lexical access with real words, showing frequency, cohort, rhyme, and neighborhood effects, with a time course similar to that observed for real words (Magnuson, 2002; Magnuson et al., 2003) . In addition, Magnuson et al. (2003) showed that recognition of a word in a miniature lexicon is relatively unaffected by its similarity to existing words in the participant's native language, at least in the early phases of lexical learning. Thus, effects can be safely attributed to the experimentally controlled properties of the novel lexicon.
Participants were presented with a target word in a fouralternative forced-choice (4AFC) task and asked to select the shape that matched the spoken word. This provided a measure of word recognition (clicks to the target shape). It also provided a pattern of errors distributed among words with lexical competitors. Competitors (summarized in Table 1 ) overlapped in their initial (cohort competitors) or final (rhyme competitors) sequence of phonemes or differed in lexical stress as well as in one or more segments (stress-mismatched words). Unrelated words, in the first 2 experiments, served to disguise the experimental hypothesis.
In Experiment 1, we look at whether lexical stress patterns are effective at disambiguating cohort pairs. This would make sense, given that there are acoustic differences (Fear et al., 1995; Mattys, 2000) such as duration, intensity, and frequency, and differences in lexical activation (Cooper et al., 2002; Mattys & Samuel, 2000) , between words with initial versus noninitial stress. This would also fit well with research demonstrating early disambiguation of subphonemically mismatched words (Dahan et al., 2001; Dahan & Tanenhaus, 2004; Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994; McQueen et al., 1999) . In Experiment 2, we embed this word-learning task in running speech to heighten segmentation difficulty, and we use eye movements, a measure more sensitive to early disambiguation information, to assess whether lexical stress differences affect word recognition. The results of these experiments suggested that lexical stress did not affect confusability of words that differed phonemically at offset. However, there was some suggestion that stress did affect the confusability of words that differed at onset but had similar stress-initial segments. This led us to explore the hypothesis that effects of stress emerge during lexical learning when segmentation is important. This hypothesis is examined in Experiments 3 and 4 in which we modulate segmentation difficulty, position of primary stress, position of segmental overlap, and vowel quality to determine how these factors in combination affect lexical access.
Experiment 1
The goal of Experiment 1, and the following three experiments, was to investigate the usefulness of lexical stress as a cue to word identity by examining the nature of incipient lexical entries. In this first experiment, we begin with the simplest possible contrast and examine differences in the likelihoods of confusions between cohort pairs with identical stress patterns versus cohort pairs with mismatched stress patterns. Our dependent measure is the percentage of trials in which pictures with similar names are erroneously selected in a 4AFC task versus baseline rates of selecting referents with phonologically unrelated names.
Method
Participants. Participants were 26 English-speaking undergraduates at the University of Rochester with a mean age of 20, who were paid $30 for their participation. None reported a history of hearing difficulties.
Stimuli. We created 48 CVCVCV (C ϭ consonant; V ϭ vowel) nonsense words using the Macintalk speech synthesizer (see http://www .frostnet.net/chris/newton/html/macintalk.html for details and examples) to ensure that all phonetic segments were produced with the same timing and frequency across words. Speech stimuli were directly written to sound files using the SpeechSaver utility (http://www.princeton.edu/ϳbdsinger/old/ SpeechSaver/). Twenty-four were test words, and the remaining 24 were pseudomatched filler words (see Appendix). Within both the test-word and filler-word sets, each consonant ( p, t, k, b, d, g, m, n, s, z, ͐, dU) and each vowel (a, eI, i, o, u, aI) was used an equal number of times in each syllable to eliminate phoneme frequency differences. All test words were members of cohort pairs (see Table 1 ), with eight matched-stress pairs (four initial, four medial) and four mismatched-stress pairs (one member each of a pair had initial or medial stress). Across the set, half of all words had primary lexical stress on the initial syllable and the other half had primary lexical stress on the medial (second) syllable (hereafter referred to as initial lexical stress and medial lexical stress, respectively).
To confirm that the speech synthesizer was creating satisfactory realizations of stress, we analyzed intensity, syllable length, and fundamental frequency, all of which have been associated with stress in English. We chose to analyze the isolated-word tokens as these were acoustically identical to those words presented utterance-finally, because of the deterministic nature of the speech synthesizer. Words with initial stress had first syllables that were louder (75.2 dB vs. 74.3 dB), t (23) Thus, acoustic cues are present that might conceivably differentiate cohort words that are phonemically identical early on. If stress location is utilized in lexical learning, pairs that differ in stress should be less easily confused.
Procedure. PsyScope experimental presentation software (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) was used for this experiment and all subsequent experiments. The procedure consisted of two phases: training and 4AFC test. These phases were repeated across three 1-hr sessions on consecutive days in order to provide a sufficient amount of data during the early stage of word learning. During both phases, novel shapes could appear in one of four positions on the 15-in. display screen of an iMac computer.
1 In the training phase, only one shape appeared at a time ( Figure 1A ). When the participant clicked on the shape, the name of the word was spoken in isolation. Then, 50 ms after the end of the word, the shape disappeared and the word Next appeared in the center of the screen. Trials proceeded until each word was presented 10 times, pseudorandomly in one of the four possible display locations to alleviate any positional bias for particular lexical items. Four different word/object assignments were used across participants to minimize the possibility that the results might be affected by chance pairings of words and objects, for example, the word pad ad aI being paired with a pajama-like object.
The 4AFC test phase immediately followed the training phase. On each test trial four objects appeared together on the display, one in each of the four positions ( Figure 1B ). After 100 ms, the participant was instructed to "Click on the [target word]." When the participant had clicked on one image, the word Next appeared in the center of the screen. Participants were instructed to respond at their own pace (i.e., they were not instructed to respond as rapidly as possible). The next trial ensued when the participant clicked on one of the shapes in the display. No feedback was provided during the test phase.
A total of 96 test trials were presented to each participant, with each of the 24 test words and 24 filler words as the spoken target on two trials. On one of those test trials, a picture that had been previously named with the target word's cohort competitor (in the case of filler items, a pseudomatched competitor that was an unrelated distractor word) was also present on the screen, in addition to two unrelated distractor items (see Figure 1B for an example of this trial type). On the other trial, only distractors (three) were present. Note that throughout, we will more generally refer to the word that is phonologically similar to the target as the "competitor," meaning that it shares segments with and may be somewhat activated by a pronunciation of the target word. Across all test trials, each image appeared equally often in each position on the screen (not necessarily as a target), and the first appearance as a target did not predict the location of an item's second appearance as a target. Only competitorpresent nonfiller trials were analyzed to index lexical confusions with phonologically similar words.
The dependent measure is the comparison between percent error to the cohort competitor item and percent error to an unrelated distractor item. The latter figure is divided by two to correct for the fact that there are two unrelated distractors and one related competitor on any given trial. That is, a chance guess to an unrelated distractor on a given trial is twice as likely as a chance guess to a related competitor item. If a cohort competitor is more likely to be chosen than a distractor, we can infer that the competitor is more lexically similar to the target than are the unrelated distractors. Further, if lexical stress helps to disambiguate cohort words from each other, stress-mismatched cohort competitors should show less competition (fewer erroneous selections) than stress-matched cohort competitors. For clarity of presentation, errors were summed over days, as preliminary analyses suggested no systematic effects of day of exposure. Additionally, in this and all following experiments, all error percentages were arcsine transformed to correct for the nonnormal distribution of this type of dependent measure.
Results and Discussion
Error patterns (Table 2 and Figure 2 ) reflected strong cohort competition with little effect of stress placement. Cohort competitors (black and dark gray bars) were more often mistakenly selected as the target than were unrelated distractors (white and light gray bars). The magnitude of the similarity effect was roughly 1 The first two experiments were designed to allow for easy transfer to an eye-tracking paradigm. In such experiments, it is of interest to prevent participants from continuously fixating the center of the screen (or any other single spatial location), as the data of interest are the participant's looks to various objects located in different screen positions. To present objects in a consistent location during training might well bias them to attend to that location over others. Figure 1 . A: Example of how the shape appeared on the screen in the exposure trial. One picture at a time appeared in one of four positions on the screen (Experiments 1 and 2) or in the center of the screen (Experiments 3 and 4). B: Example of how the four shapes appeared on the screen in the test trial. Four objects appeared around the screen, and the participant was asked to mouse-click one of them. On trials of interest, one picture was a target (e.g., bosapeI), another was a cohort competitor (bosapaI), and two were distractors with labels phonologically unrelated to the target (tugapa, zaImiko). equivalent for stress-matched cohorts (bosapeI, bosapaI) and stress-mismatched cohorts (kadazu, kadazeI).
We evaluated the reliability of these effects using a repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with match type (stressmatched cohort, stress-mismatched cohort), stress location (initial syllable, medial syllable), and error type (competitor, distractor) as factors. Analyses were conducted on the arcsine-transformed percentages. There was an effect of error type, F(1, 25) ϭ 69.13, p Ͻ .0001, indicating significant confusions of targets with competitors (over distractors). The effect of match type (stress-matched or mismatched) was not reliable (F Ͻ 1.0), nor were interactions of Match Type ϫ Stress Location, Match Type ϫ Error Type, or Match Type ϫ Stress Location ϫ Error Type (all Fs Ͻ 1.0). There was, however, an interaction of stress location and error type, F(1, 25) ϭ 6.72, p ϭ .02. To explore this interaction, we collapsed over match type. There were stronger effects of error type for medialstress items than for initial-stress items, though the error type effect was robust for both initial and medial-stress items, t(25) ϭ 6.76, p Ͻ .0001; t(25) ϭ 8.7, p Ͻ .0001. This interaction indicates that medially stressed words may be somewhat more prone to confusions with their competitors, regardless of the stress pattern of the competitor.
In sum, phonological onset similarity had clear effects on recognition for recently learned lexical items. However, we found no evidence that stress affected recognition. Higher errors for medialstress items may indicate better representations for the canonical initial-stress pattern of English, but, again, this effect did not interact with whether target stress did or did not match that of the competitor. Our results are consistent with Cutler's (1986) finding that, in English, stress-mismatched homophones are equally good primes for targets related to a homophone that differs only in stress. Thus, under conditions where words in a novel lexicon are presented in isolation during learning, English speakers do not appear to make much use of lexical stress.
Experiment 2
The most consistent and robust effects of lexical stress occur in lexical learning with infants and young children (Houston, Santelmann, & Jusczyk, 2004; Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001; Jusczyk, Houston, & Newsome, 1999) , for whom segmentation is a much more daunting problem than for adults, given the unfamiliarity of many words. This finding is concordant with the hypothesis that stress is Table 2 ). Error bars are standard errors.
particularly useful for segmentation. In Experiment 1, participants were not faced with a segmentation problem because all of the novel words were presented in isolation. This differs from how lexical learning takes place in natural languages, wherein words are learned primarily in fluent speech (Aslin, 1993) . Moreover, there is no guarantee that other words in an utterance will be known, and thus there is no certainty about segmentation from prior lexical knowledge. In Experiment 2, we used a new set of stimuli with to-be-learned lexical items placed in utterance-final position in strings of nonlexical nonsense syllables, to ascertain whether the role of stress in disambiguation is more likely to operate when the learning task is complicated by a segmentation task. Perhaps the reason that no stress-based disambiguation appeared in Experiment 1 was that no segmentation was needed for the learning task. With segmentation coming into play, lexical stress might have a stronger role. This might happen in one of two ways: stress-based disambiguation of cohorts may manifest itself; or, medially stressed words may be more difficult to segment overall and show higher numbers of errors relative to initially stressed words. Either alternative would be counter to the strong version of Cutler and Norris' (1988) metrical stress segmentation perspective, as the stress differences we used here did not involve vowel quality differences. These authors would predict that there would be no differences in confusions between stress-matched and stress-mismatched words. Mattys and Samuel (2000) would support the second outcome, given their findings of stress level differences apart from vowel quality. However, neither set of researchers would support the initial result-use of stress as a cue to lexical disambiguation-as they both view stress primarily as a cue to segmentation. Support for this perspective comes rather from the literature on listeners' use of a variety of subphonemic cues (Andruski, Blumstein, & Burton, 1994; Dahan et al., 2001; Dahan & Tanenhaus, 2004; Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994; McMurray et al., 2002; McQueen et al., 1999) .
We also added a dependent measure that is more likely to be sensitive to early or transient effects of stress. The "visual world" eye-tracking paradigm (Cooper, 1974; Tanenhaus, SpiveyKnowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995) has been shown to be a sensitive measure of lexical access during spoken word recognition, sometimes revealing subtle effects that have been difficult to detect with other paradigms (Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998; Dahan et al., 2001; McMurray et al., 2002) . This paradigm is also well suited to use with an artificial lexicon in which novel words are mapped onto shapes (Magnuson et al., 2003) . Thus, to ascertain whether lexical stress has processing effects early in the time course of competitor activation, we monitored eye movements on the final day of Experiment 2.
Method
Participants. Participants were 13 English-speaking undergraduates and graduate students at the University of Rochester and other college students home in Rochester for summer vacation, with a mean age of 20. They were paid $30 or $40 for their participation. None had participated in the preceding experiment, and none reported a history of hearing difficulties.
Stimuli. As in Experiment 1, we used 48 CVCVCV nonsense words. Twenty-four were test words, and 24 were pseudomatched fillers, utilizing the same set of segments as in Experiment 1. This time, we created four stress-matched cohort pairs (half initial stress and half medial stress) and four stress-mismatched pairs. In addition, a new class of embedded stimuli (four pairs) was constructed such that words did not align at onset but were aligned at their stressed syllable, with one word initially stressed and the other medially stressed (see Table 1 ). Across the set, each consonant or vowel was used equally often in each of the first two syllables, and, further, each consonant or vowel was used roughly equally often in each primarystress syllable (consonants: 3-5 times; vowels: 7-9 times), to eliminate phonotactic probability differences both in word onsets and in primarystress onsets that might serve as sites of initial segmentation. Half of all words had initial lexical stress, and the other half had medial lexical stress.
Again, we analyzed intensity, syllable length, and fundamental frequency for the words of interest. The first syllables of initial-stress words were longer (262 ms vs. 214 ms), t (22) In addition to the target word, each of the exposure and test words was preceded by a randomly ordered string of four to six syllables (see Table  3 ), drawn from the CV combinations that were not used in any of the target words. Syllables were presented in regular stressed-unstressed-unstressed patterns, with stressed syllables receiving primary stress and the primarystress syllable of the target receiving focal sentential stress. This was done in order to entrain an expectation of stress on the primary-stress syllable of the target word, allowing maximal attention to stressed syllables by making their appearance predictable within an utterance. Each string was heard only once, and string length (four, five, or six preceding CVs) was counterbalanced across items, both of these serving to eliminate predict- Note. u ϭ unstressed; S ϭ stressed.
ability of the word given the string. Note that the high syllable-to-syllable transitional probabilities within each word can potentially provide the listener with grouping information, even though the syllables preceding word onset are selected randomly. Procedure. The procedure was similar to that of Experiment 1, with some alterations. In the training phase, when the participant clicked on the picture, one random nonsense string terminating in the target word was spoken, and then the participant clicked on the picture to hear the word in isolation. Each word was presented 10 times, counterbalanced across each of the four screen positions across the 3 days to prevent any positional bias for particular lexical items. Four different word-object assignments were used across participants. In the test phase, the target word only occurred at the end of the nonsense phrase, but it was not repeated in isolation, and no feedback was provided to the participant. The 3-day design, in addition to providing useful error data, conveniently allowed us to train listeners to a fairly high degree of accuracy by the final day of training, which is desirable for eye-tracking data because of our trial inclusion criteria (trials with incorrect answers were eliminated, as detailed below). On the 3rd day we tracked participants' eye movements during the test phase using an EyeLink II (S. R. Research Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) headmounted eye tracker, which provided a record of point-of-gaze in screen coordinates at a sampling rate of 250 Hz. Saccades and fixations were extracted from the point-of-gaze data using the EyeLink software, and data were further processed using a standard database program. To maintain the accuracy of the track, we inserted a drift correction event every 48 trials during exposure and every 8 trials during test.
Results and Discussion
Both the error rates and the fixation proportions are displayed in Tables 4 and 5 and in Figures 3, 4 , and 5. Results closely paralleled those of Experiment 1. Interestingly, the error data revealed stronger cohort-confusion effects than embedded-word confusion effects, whereas the eye movement data classed all effects as roughly equivalent. Neither analysis pointed to confusion asymmetries based on lexical stress pattern.
Error data. Cohort competitor pairs (left and center black bars in each half of Figure 3 ) were more strongly confused with one another than were embedded-match words (dark gray bar in each half of Figure 3 ). Cohort competition was roughly equivalent whether target and competitor stress matched or mismatched. Embedded-match confusions were lower in magnitude than cohort errors.
We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA with match type (stress-matched cohort, stress-mismatched cohort, embeddedmatch), stress location (initial syllable, medial syllable), and error type (competitor, distractor) as factors. Analyses were conducted on arcsine-transformed percentages. There was an effect of error type, F(1, 12) ϭ 38.28, p Ͻ .0001, with competitor errors exceeding distractor errors. There was also an effect of match type, F(2, 24) ϭ 12.47, p ϭ .0002, indicating fewer errors overall in the embedded-match condition. Error type and match type interacted, F(2, 24) ϭ 8.28, p ϭ .002, suggesting that the magnitude of the competitor-distractor difference was lower in the embedded-match condition, which was nonetheless significant, t(12) ϭ 2.65, p ϭ .02. There were no effects of stress location as in the previous experiment (F Ͻ 1), nor did stress location interact with error type (F Ͻ 1); match type, F(2, 24) ϭ 2.1, p ϭ .14; or both, F(2, 24) ϭ 1.09, p ϭ .35. The two cohort conditions (stress-matched and stress-mismatched) did not differ from one another: competitordistractor difference score, t(12) ϭ 1.11, p ϭ .29, m ϭ .049.
Eye-tracking data. The purpose of collecting the eye-tracking data was to determine whether stress might have contributed to subtle, early differences in the time course of lexical access that might not be observable in the error data. Therefore we analyzed only eye movements from participants who achieved accuracy rates of 90% or above. Including the 3 participants who did not reach this criterion would have increased the noise in the data. To provide the most sensitive test of whether lexical stress would affect the time course of lexical access, we also only analyzed trials where the correct referent was selected. Figure 4 presents the overall proportion of fixations to the target, competitor, and distractor shapes in both the initial-stress and medial-stress conditions. There was no obvious difference in the pattern of fixations to the three classes of shapes as a function of lexical stress. This conclusion is supported by summing the fixation proportions across the entire 200 -2,000 ms window. As shown in Figure 5 and Table 5 , there were more looks to targets than phonological competitor objects and more looks to competitors than to phonologically unrelated distractors. However, these looks did not vary by the type of phonological competitor in question.
We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA with match type, stress location, and fixated picture (target, competitor, distractor) as factors. Only fixated picture was significant, F(2, 24) ϭ 175.27, p Ͻ .0001, with no interactions. That is, looks to the target Figure 4 did not approach significance, t(12) ϭ 1.39, p ϭ .19. The results obtained in the present experiment replicate those of the preceding one: Strong and equivalent confusions (here, in terms of both percent errors and proportion looking time) of stress-matched and stress-mismatched cohorts were present.
2 As well, there were confusions of items with embedded portions that aligned with their stressed syllables. This validates our preceding results and further suggests that the error data and looking-time data are tapping the same lexical-access process (or at least qualitatively similar ones) at different points in lexical learning. However, in the error data from this experiment, we found a difference in the strength of the embedded-competitor effect such that it was smaller than the cohort effect. This distinction was not present in the eye-tracking data, though results were similar overall.
In these first 2 experiments, we have used two different dependent measures to demonstrate that listeners preferentially use segmental information, rather than lexical stress information, to disambiguate cohort competitors. In Experiment 1, we saw that phonological cohort information was primary in word identification. Experiment 2 contained words embedded in nonsense speech, showing results similar to the preceding experiment with cohorts but additionally showing confusions between words that were not identical at word onset while they were phonologically identical at stress onset (pad ad aI, maIpad a; overlap of -pad a-). This result suggests that stress may be operative in word confusions when segmentation is helpful in performing the task.
2 It was of interest to one reviewer whether potential effects of stress mismatch were not appearing because of their small magnitude. To test this, we analyzed the stress-matched and stress-mismatched cohort conditions of Experiments 1 and 2 simultaneously. Still, there was no effect of stress match (F Ͻ 1), nor did it interact significantly with any other variable (all Fs Ͻ 1). Table 4 ). Error bars are standard errors.
In the experiments to follow, we focus on this segmentation issue. Experiment 3 compares learning of medially stressed words in nonsense speech in an easy segmentation context (hearing the target both in a nonsense string and in isolation, as in Experiment 2) with learning in a more difficult segmentation context (no word in isolation). Additionally, we address the vowel quality issue, comparing medially stressed words in which the first syllable has either a strong vowel or a schwa.
The designs of the following experiments differ from the first 2 experiments in several respects. First, we increased the numbers of experimental items from 24 to 48 by eliminating control words (those that did not have words that were phonologically related, in order to disguise our experimental design). We opted instead to disguise the experimental manipulations by using an equal number of control trials in which each target word occurred only with unrelated distractors. Second, to distinguish the relative strengths of word-initial versus stress-initial information, we compared cohort confusions and rhyme confusions for the same words (see Table 1 ). Stronger representations of word onsets would be indicated by greater cohort (word-onset) confusions than rhyme (word-offset) confusions. Conversely, stronger representations of lexical items by stress-initial (not word-initial) information would be indicated by relatively greater rhyme confusions. We ask here whether this cohort-rhyme asymmetry would differ between words containing a strong (but unstressed) first vowel compared with words containing schwa in the initial syllable.
Experiment 3
In the current experiment, we examined lexical confusions in the context of a segmentation task that was made more or less challenging by manipulating word-in-isolation cues to segmentation. Listeners learned a lexicon consisting entirely of medial-stress words, and we looked at the levels of cohort and rhyme confusions for each target word. If medial stress makes segmentation more difficult than it would otherwise be because unstressed word onsets are more difficult to detect, we would expect more frequent rhyme errors and perhaps less frequent cohort errors when segmentation is difficult. In addition, some of the words contained schwa as an initial vowel. If the MSS (Cutler & Norris, 1988 ) is correct, then these schwa-containing words should evoke more rhyme errors than words with strong vowels (still without primary stress) in their initial syllables.
Method
Participants. Participants were 24 English-speaking undergraduates at the University of Rochester with a mean age of 20, who were paid $30 for their participation. Twelve each were assigned to one of the two segmentation conditions (easy or difficult). None had participated in preceding experiments, and none reported having any hearing difficulties.
Stimuli. In contrast to Experiment 2, all 48 words in Experiment 3 were experimental words. All words had primary stress on the second syllable (i.e., gaIsamu; see Table 1 ). Each word had a paired cohort item that shared an initial syllable and the consonant in each of the following . This asymmetry in numbers of shared segments was conditioned on the fact that cohort confusions tend to outweigh noninitial confusions (Creel, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2006) , and we thus attempted here to "tip the scales" in favor of the initially mismatched words. Segments were drawn from the same inventory as in Experiment 2, with the addition of the r-colored schwa ( ) in word-final position, so that weak syllables did not provide an unwanted segmentation cue by necessarily appearing in word-initial position. Each consonant occurred equally often in each segment position across the set. Each vowel occurred equally often in each syllable, with the exception that three vowels occurred only in a single syllable position: /ə/ occurred only in the first syllable, /a/ in the second, and / / in the third. This meant that /ə/ was just as probable as any of the five other vowels used in the initial syllable. (Note that some filler syllables contained /ə/ as well.) If participants are initiating a first-pass segmentation at the onset of each strong syllable, then words that have schwa in the first syllable should show stronger rhyme effects than cohort effects, which require that lexical access be initiated on the first syllable.
As before, we conducted acoustic analyses on all stimuli used here and in Experiment 4. This confirmed that words with primary stress on the initial syllable (these were used only in Experiment 4 and in an additional experiment reported along with the data from Experiment 3), compared with words with primary stress on the second (medial) syllable, had longer first syllables (210 ms vs. 177 ms), t (47) Thus, as in the previous two experiments, cues to stress placement were available to our listeners.
As in Experiment 2, each of the exposure and test words was preceded by a randomly ordered string of four to six syllables, drawn from the CV combinations that were not used in any of the target words (see Table 6 ). Unlike Experiment 2, there was no deliberate patterning of stressed and unstressed syllables, as this did not appear to enhance stress-based segmentation in Experiment 2. The orders of syllables were random with the restrictions that no more than two syllables containing schwa (including target-word syllables) could occur in a row and that no syllable could occur immediately preceding a particular target more than once across the entire set, to prevent such syllables from predicting any target word more than another. All of the syllables with strong vowels in the nonsense string received primary stress, and the primary-stress syllable of the target word received focal sentential stress. Each string was heard only once, and string length was counterbalanced across items. Table 5 ). Error bars are standard errors. Mismtchd. ϭ mismatched; comp. ϭ competitor.
Table 6 Examples of Random Nonsense Strings in Experiments 3 and 4
No. of syllables (carrier ϩ target) Sample phrase 4 ϩ 3 misopeImi ϩ guzab tikobeInaI ϩ guzab 5 ϩ 3 d ad onaIgogə ϩ guzab zaIneItaIsoti ϩ guzab 6 ϩ 3 pikiduzutinə ϩ guzab ͐anaItigəkid o ϩ guzab Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 2 except for learning conditions and the assortment of stimuli across test trials. During learning, participants in the easy segmentation condition clicked on the object after hearing it embedded in a string, to hear the name of the object in isolation, as in Experiment 2. Participants in the difficult segmentation condition heard the word only in the string and never in isolation.
Each item occurred in four test trials as a target. On one of those test trials, its matched cohort competitor was also present on the screen, in addition to two unrelated distractor items. On another trial, its matched rhyme competitor was also present. On the remaining two trials, only distractors (three) were present. Across all test trials, each image appeared equally often in each position on the screen (not necessarily as a target), and the first appearance as a target did not predict the location of an item's second appearance as a target. Only competitor-present trials were analyzed.
Results and Discussion
Confusion results are presented in Figure 6 and Table 7 . For these medially stressed words, both cohort confusions (black bars) and rhyme confusions (dark gray bars) were strong. In the easy segmentation condition, cohort and rhyme errors were indistinguishable from one another, regardless of vowel quality. In the difficult segmentation condition, rhyme errors were more frequent than cohort errors. Such large rhyme effects are atypical of the word-recognition literature, suggesting that the more difficult segmentation task and the medial stress of the target words contributed to the large rhyme effect.
A mixed repeated-measures ANOVA with segmentation difficulty (easy segmentation, hard segmentation), competitor type (cohort, rhyme), and error type (competitor, unrelated distractor) as factors in analyses using arcsine-transformed percentages confirmed these observations. There were effects of error type, F(1, 22) ϭ 127.04, p Ͻ .0001, with competitor errors exceeding unrelated distractor errors, and competitor type, F(1, 22) ϭ 4.67, p ϭ .04, with errors on rhyme trials exceeding errors on cohort trials. There was also a marginal effect of vowel type, F(1, 22) ϭ 3.93, p ϭ .06, with a tendency for slightly more errors when the first vowel was weak. Importantly, vowel type did not interact with segmentation difficulty (F Ͻ 1), competitor type (F Ͻ 1), or error type, F(1, 22) ϭ 1.75, p ϭ .20, or with the interaction of any of these factors in combination (all Fs Ͻ 1).
There were interactions of Competitor Type ϫ Segmentation Difficulty, F(1, 22) ϭ 12.6, p ϭ .002; Competitor Type ϫ Error Type, F(1, 22) ϭ 4.62, p ϭ .04; and a three-way interaction of Competitor Type ϫ Error Type ϫ Segmentation Difficulty, F(1, 22) ϭ 6.88, p ϭ .02. Breaking down the data into each competitor type and collapsing over vowel type, we found that whereas cohort errors were equivalent-only a main effect of error type, F(1, 22) ϭ 100.92, p Ͻ .0001. Rhyme errors were much more frequent in the difficult segmentation condition (interaction of Error Type ϫ Segmentation Difficulty, F(1, 22) ϭ 5.37, p ϭ .03. However, rhyme effects were significant, regardless of segmenta- Table  7 ). Segmentation (easy or difficult) is labeled along the x-axis. Data from an additional experiment where all words had initial stress but that was otherwise identical to the difficult segmentation condition are presented on the far right. Error bars are standard errors. tion difficulty: easy segmentation, t(11) ϭ 5.56, p ϭ .0002; difficult segmentation, t(11) ϭ 9.41, p Ͻ .0001.
The finding that rhyme errors were at least as strong as cohort errors is surprising given the common assumption (MarslenWilson, 1987 ) that word recognition has a word-initial bias and also given results from our lab in a similar word-learning task (Creel et al., 2006) suggesting that cohort-matched items are confused with one another at a higher rate than rhyme-matched items. This to some extent supports a view that combines segmental overlap (Luce & Pisoni, 1998) with temporal order information (Magnuson et al., 2003; Marslen-Wilson, 1987) , in that words with four out of six matching segments were as confusable as words with five out of six matching segments, given that the four segments in cohort items occur earlier in the word than the five segments in rhyme items.
The relationship between learning difficulty and the effects of segmentation difficulty merits further research. Segmentation difficulty seems to result in a higher proportion of rhyme errors, even in initial-stress words (see Figure 6 ). However, when words are not initially stressed, rhyme errors increase further still. We can think of at least two distinct learning-based explanations for why segmentation difficulty increases the relative frequency of rhyme errors. First, difficulty in identifying the onset of the word might make the word more difficult to learn. We should note, though, that the slowdown in learning applies mainly to word-initial material, as the very existence of rhyme confusions suggests good learning of non-word-initial material. In addition, segmentation difficulty did not have large effects on the overall error rates. Second, because noninitial stress is atypical of English content words, words with this stress pattern might be more difficult to store in memory. This, however, would suggest that errors should be higher overall in the difficult-segmentation condition, and they are not: Rhyme errors increase, whereas cohort errors do not. These two possibilities could be combined as well: An atypical word that is difficult to segment may be more prone to rhyme errors. Any of these possibilities, though, entails that medial-stress words have different (more medial-syllable-biased) representations than initial-stress words.
As predicted by an account of learning that incorporates segmentation as a factor, rhyme errors were significant and sizable and increased as segmentation became more difficult. Further, this effect was not dependent on vowel quality. The fact that we obtained such strong rhyme errors suggests that nascent lexical representations, or at least lexical activations, are heavily biased toward stress-initial portions of the word (Cutler & Norris, 1988; Mattys & Samuel, 2000) , not word-initial portions. It should be noted, however, that the stress-preceding material must have been used to disambiguate rhymes because, otherwise, participants would have performed at chance on these trials, and they did not. All in all, the data suggest that adding noise (segmentation difficulty) to the system can bias listeners toward a stress-based segmentation strategy regardless of vowel quality, both over the course of learning and online during lexical access, thereby influencing the relative proportions of rhyme and cohort errors. Although our results thus far suggest strong effects of primary stress location and weak to null effects for vowel quality in word confusion patterns, it is possible that listeners are using special strategies when all lexical items have identical stress placement and that these strategies might exclude vowel quality as a segmentation cue. It is also possible that items containing schwa in the initial syllable were unnaturally processed in Experiment 3 because, unlike in English, schwa and other vowels occurred equally frequently in initial syllables. Therefore, Experiment 4 included both initial and medial-stress patterns in the lexicon to be learned by the same set of listeners. Moreover, schwa occurred only half as often as in Experiment 3. Having created a more English-like situation (schwa infrequent as the first vowel of a content word, nondeterministic primary stress location), we will see if the effects of segmentation on medial-stress words hold for a more stressdiverse lexicon, or if listeners switch to a more vowel-based segmentation strategy.
Experiment 4
The goal of Experiment 4 was to add diversity of stress to the artificial lexicon to render the corpus of words more like English. Thus, we constructed a learning set that contained both initially stressed and medially stressed words. This set contained unstressed words with schwa, but as is the case in English, we made the occurrence of schwa rare relative to other vowels in initial syllables. 
Method
Participants. Participants were 12 English-speaking undergraduates at the University of Rochester with a mean age of 19, who were paid $30 for their participation. None had participated in the preceding experiments, and none reported a history of hearing difficulties.
Stimuli. We altered half of the stimuli (either the first or the second half, counterbalanced across participants) from Experiment 3 so that they contained primary stress on the first syllable. Because each set contained four items with schwa as the initial vowel, only half as many items (8.3% vs. 16.7%) contained true (unstressed) schwa as in Experiment 3, making all other vowels except for stressed schwa more probable than unstressed schwa and increasing the correlation between word onsets and strong vowels compared with Experiment 3.
Procedure. The training and testing phases were identical to the difficult condition of Experiment 3, aside from the fact that some words now received initial stress.
Results and Discussion
Confusion results are presented in Figure 7 and Table 8 . Cohort confusions (black bars) were strong and equivalent between initialstress words, medial-stress words, and words with fully reduced first vowels. Rhyme effects (dark gray bars), however, were stronger for medial-stress words (middle set of bars) and words with fully reduced first vowels (right set of bars) than for initial-stress words (left set of bars). This confirmed that the results of Experiment 3 hold when the lexicon to be learned contains multiple stress patterns.
We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA with competitor type (cohort, rhyme), stress/vowel (initial, medial-strong, medialweak) Thus, in this final experiment with multiple stress patterns, we still see a difference in the size of the rhyme effect between initially and medially stressed words. There are no evident effects of vowel quality, even though schwa was relatively infrequent in word-initial syllables.
Several possibilities emerge from this last set of experiments. First, lexical items may be initially accessed by their primary- Table  8 ). Error bars are standard errors. stress syllables (Cutler & Norris, 1988; Mattys & Samuel, 2000) . This would necessitate backward access of preceding material in the event that the primary-stress syllable is noninitial. A somewhat more efficient possibility, outlined by Mattys and Samuel (2000) , is that the likelihood or strength of lexical access varies continuously with syllable strength. Our results suggest a slight modification of this latter hypothesis: Stress information affects the rapidity of lexical access. That is, perhaps because of better cues to phonemic identity with primary stress, syllables with primary stress are more rapidly activated, so that an earlier, unstressed syllable might be activated but grow in activation more slowly than a later, primary-stress syllable. It is this later activation that results in rhyme confusion effects between medially stressed words. This explanation also nicely accounts for the effects of segmentation context in Experiment 3: Segmentation difficulty further slows lexical activation, allowing later-matching information to have a stronger effect.
General Discussion
In the experiments reported here, we explored the effects of lexical stress on the development of lexical representations. We looked for disambiguation by lexical stress and examined the interplay of lexical stress with segmentation and vowel quality. In the first 2 experiments, we found equivalent rates of cohort confusions for word pairs with identical stress and pairs with mismatched stress, both in error data (Experiments 1-2) and eye movement data (Experiment 2). There was some evidence that medially stressed words are learned less well overall (Experiment 1), perhaps because noninitial stress is a less frequent stress pattern for English nouns. The finding in Experiment 2 of confusions between stress-aligned words that differed at onset led us to explore the effects of segmentation on noninitial overlap confusions.
In Experiments 3 and 4, we found large differences in rhyme confusions based on segmentation difficulty and the location of stress in target words. Specifically, there were more rhyme confusions among medially stressed words than among initially stressed words. Thus, for rhyme confusions in learning, lexical stress does matter. These results are consistent with the notion that the probability or strength of lexical access varies directly with degree of lexical stress (e.g., Mattys & Samuel, 2000) . Interestingly, cohort errors again did not differ in magnitude based on lexical stress pattern or segmentation difficulty, paralleling the results of Experiments 1 and 2. That is, while gaIsamu and gaIsimeI are as similar as gaIsamu and gaIsimeI-differing only in which syllable was stressed-gaIsamu is lexically closer to maIsamu than gaIsimeI is to maIsimei, presumably because the stressed syllables are identical. However, we did not find differences between schwa and unstressed full vowels when each vowel was equally probable (Experiment 3) or when schwa was infrequent relative to other vowels (Experiment 4). This is inconsistent with Cutler and Norris's (1988) proposal that vowel quality is more important than stress level but is in keeping with Mattys' results (Mattys, 2000; Mattys & Samuel, 2000) .
However, we should note that previous data on stress and lexical activation (e.g., Cutler & Norris, 1988; Fear et al., 1995; Mattys, 2000; Mattys & Samuel, 2000) were obtained in tasks using well-learned words in contexts where lexical knowledge is useful as a segmentation cue, unlike our segmentation task. It is also possible that part of our pattern of results stems from the segmentation problem itself. Presumably segmentation difficulty is reduced for adult native English speakers, who are more fluent in the phonology and lexicon of their native language than are new learners, leading to poorer representations of word onsets, especially in cases of noninitial stress. Although we acknowledge that as lexical knowledge increases, the segmentation problem may be reduced, segmentation should in general be more difficult in running speech than when words are presented in isolation. Our experimental scenario is certainly more typical of the case of the new language learner than a situation where the learner is presented with words in isolation. Thus our task may be more representative of the nature of the developing lexicon than other, English-embedded tasks. Mattys (2004) offered an interesting counterpoint to our work. Mattys found that lexical stress is less useful than coarticulatory cues, as measured by priming, when words are presented in the clear (i.e., without noise). However, the preference switches (lexical stress is more useful) when words are presented in noise. Edwards (1998, 2000) have found, in a very different domain, that the perception of hypokinetic dysarthric speech shows more perceptual errors than normal speech and that, further, those misperceptions are governed by a segmentation strategy that presumes that syllables with primary stress are more likely as word onsets. So again, perception of "noisy" (in the sense of being less intelligible) dysarthric speech is guided by a stressbased process. Our work, in a sense, replicates these results, with the noise in our case being due to segmentation difficulty.
In summary, lexical stress does matter to adult English word learners. The locus of the lexical stress effect seems to reside at segmentation: initial-stress words are more easily, and perhaps more rapidly, segmented, and thus show fewer confusions based on material later in the word. That is, lexical stress modulates confusability in learning. However, vowel quality seems to have less of an impact than lexical stress. Whereas Cutler and Norris (1988) suggested that any strong syllable initiates lexical access, we find that primary-stress strong syllables initiate lexical access more than strong syllables lacking primary stress. Our results are consistent with proposals by Mattys and Samuel (2000) and consistent with Fear et al.'s (1995) and Mattys' (2000) findings of acoustic differences between stressed and unstressed full vowels. Finally, it is worth noting that our results with adult listeners parallel results about the role of stress in word learning for infants (e.g., Jusczyk et al., 1999) . For example, Jusczyk et al. (1999) found that 7.5-month-old infants who listened to passages containing target words, devoid of any referents, demonstrated listening preferences for strong-weak words (hamlet) over unfamiliar words but not for weak-strong words (guitar) over unfamiliar words, whereas 10.5-month-olds were equally adept at segmenting weakstrong and strong-weak words. Clarifying this result, Houston et al. (2004) found that infants at 7.5 months are only able to use stress as a segmentation cue when it is primary stress. That is, infants can segment cavalry, with its primary stress on the first syllable, but not cavalier, with its secondary stress on the first syllable and primary stress on the third. Consistent with this hypothesis, Johnson and Jusczyk (2001) found that 8-month-olds segmented a stream of nonsense syllables using lexical stress rather than statistical cues to word boundaries (though see Thiessen and Saffran, 2003 , for results suggesting that 6-month-olds preferentially use syllable statistics to segment the same stimuli). This pattern of results suggests that in the earliest phase of building a lexicon, infants rely heavily on lexical stress to define the onsets of words.
In our work, adults seem to perform much like infants and children when their word-learning task involves segmentation. In classical word-recognition tasks, adults tend to show more robust lexical competition for words with initial overlap (cohorts; see Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989) . However, when we present words that do not have primary stress on the first syllable, the error pattern shifts to one that is aligned with primary-stress onset rather than word onset, much like that found in the infant literature. Also like the infant work (Houston et al., 2004) we find that much of the weight of this effect is carried by traditional correlates of lexical stress (intensity, syllable length, frequency differences) rather than by vowel quality. This makes an interesting case for the progression of segmentation of noninitial stress word forms over development (Jusczyk et al., 1999 ). When we remove adults' use of lexical knowledge, they seem to rely more strongly on stress in segmentation: Perhaps older infants (10 months) perform better because they have greater lexical knowledge to use in the segmentation process, rather than relying on stress cues.
Our large rhyme effects are also interesting, especially in relation to word-similarity metrics. Typically, rhyme effects are weaker (and later, in online tasks) than cohort effects (Allopenna et al., 1998; Magnuson et al., 2003) . In our current error data, we find a seemingly conflicting result. Rhyme errors (sharing five of six segments, but beginning nonidentically) are more frequent than cohort errors (sharing four of six segments, but beginning identically). This result seems at first to support a shared-segment view (Luce & Pisoni, 1998) of word similarity, except for the fact that lexical stress and segmentation both seem to affect the outcome. When segmentation is not constantly demanded in learning (Experiment 3, easy segmentation), cohort errors and rhyme errors are roughly equivalent. When the same stimuli are completely embedded in an unpredictable speech context (Experiment 3, difficult segmentation condition; Experiment 4), rhyme errors begin to outweigh cohort errors. When words are given initial lexical stress (Experiment 4), the effects even out once more. The overall picture seems to be that when segmentation is made easier (by providing isolated words and canonical lexical stress), word-initial information is given more weight, reducing the confusion conferred by a greater number of identical segments. Perhaps too it suggests stronger weighting of poststress information when stress is medial; after the stressed syllable, cohorts share two of four segments, but rhymes share all four segments. Interestingly, it cannot be the case that the prestress syllable is ignored, because medially stressed words are disambiguated better than chance, but rather there is a shift in the weighting of information.
In sum, this study makes three contributions to the literatures on lexical acquisition and lexical stress. First, lexical acquisition in English-speaking adults is influenced by more than segmental factors and in some ways seems to mirror both child performance and online lexical processing. Second, lexical stress does exert an influence on lexical activation in English speakers but not for confusions of words that match at onset, perhaps explaining the divergence of our work from that of others (Cutler, 1986; Cutler & Norris, 1988; Fear, et al., 1995) . Finally, in line with Mattys (2000; Mattys & Samuel, 2000) we find strong effects of rhyme confusions for non-initially-stressed words relative to initially stressed words, with little differentiation between unstressed strong vowels and unstressed weak vowels. Thus, especially when segmentation is demanding, lexical stress has clear effects on lexical learning, representation, and processing.
